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You imagine it ,  we bui ld it

Making your business intelligence project a success with the 

right software and hardware solutions.



PaladorScheduler

PaladorScheduler is highly available scheduling software for scheduling, 

distributing, processing and managing workloads and big data in real time. 

It uses load balancing and locality features included in products such as 

Hadoop or HDFS. 

A unique software ecosystem 

\   Easy to use programming interface

\   Advanced scheduling and prioritization

\   Architecture based on tasks, jobs, queues, nodes and screenshots 

3AutoSpeech

DataScouting’s AutoSpeech is a highly accurate and robust solution that allows 

you to integrate high quality, large vocabulary Automatic Speech Recognition 

(ASR) services enriched with sentiment analysis metadata into your application 

using REST principles.

\   Ideal for media monitoring, subtitling, speech to text synchronization

\   Versatile licensing for both SaaS and on premise installations.

\   Multilingual, speaker recognition 

When speech turns to text

1Custom Software

DataScouting is a custom software developer with an experienced talent 

pool of project managers, developers, UI experts and graphic designers. We 

create software solutions with your needs in mind using state-of-the-art 

techniques.

\   Big Data processing and analyzing

\   Fault tolerant, scalable clustered design

\   Available as a SaaS or as a standalone platform
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Be competitive through software innovation

Big Data: it is not the size, but how you use it

4Logo Detection on steroids

LogoScouting

LogoScouting is an innovative software solution for automatically detecting 

logos, trademarks and signs in live video streams. LogoScouting guarantees 

success rates that can reach 90% and minimum false positives, while minimizing 

the CPU resources needed.

\   Ideal for sports monitoring, TV sponsorships, brand awareness measurement 

\   Versatile licensing for both SaaS and on premise installations.

\   Correctly identifies logos independent of rotation, skew, scale and distortions.

5Seamlessly monitor ads

AdScouting

AdScouting helps you to automatically detect and identify advertisements in live 

audio or video streams using both audio and visual information, guaranteeing 

success rates up to 99.5%. AdScouting can be integrated in any application via 

a RESTful API or SDK. 

\   Ideal for ad monitoring, ad campaigns, audience measurement, second screen 

applications

\   Versatile licensing for both SaaS and on premise installations

\   Automatic identification of any content such as ads, or promotions

6Track your music

TuneScouting

TuneScouting automatically identifies songs in live audio streams, guaranteeing 

success rates up to 99.5%. Resistant to noise and other deformations such 

as change of tempo.TuneScouting can be integrated in any application via a 

RESTful API or SDK.

\   Ideal for song monitoring, royalties tracking, chart creation etc

\   Versatile licensing for both SaaS and on premise installations

\   Seamlessly scales to hundreds of feeds just by adding CPU resources


